Stiletto Warranty Evaluation Aid
for Hickory handles

(see Stiletto Warranty policy)

Non-defective material examples

Good grain structure; fibers pulling & splintering, very long fibers in break.
Break caused by user over-nying.
Not covered by Warranty.

Good grain structure; fibers pulling & splintering, very jagged looking break.
Break caused by user over-nying.
Not covered by Warranty.

Good grain structure; fibers jagged, Hdl. material pulled down out of eye.
Break caused by user over-nying.
Not covered by Warranty.

Any misuse, abuse, alterations, or normal service wear and tear is not covered by warranty

Defective material examples

Poor grain structure; fibers broke off clean, no splintering in break.
Break caused by bad grain.
Covered under Warranty.

Poor grain structure; fibers broke off clean, no long sharp fibers.
Break caused by bad grain.
Covered under Warranty.

Poor grain structure; fibers broke off clean, material not pulled out of eye.
Break caused by bad grain.
Covered under Warranty.

All warranty claims must be reported to Stiletto Customer Service @ 800-987-1849 before action is taken.